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of the archetypes. They are held to be the metaphysical
paradigms or' models of the real things. Real things are
merely imitations of the model ideas. In spite of certain
variations, all immediately succeeding philosophy paid a
similar regard to the archetypes. Mediaeval philosophy,
beginning with St, Augustine (from whom I take the term
' archetype') and ending with Malebranche and Bacon,
stood on the same ground of conviction. Thus the notion
of archetypes, as being natural images engraved on the mind,
entered into scholasticism. These images, understood as
primordial forms of judgment, were designated ' instincts '-1
But since Descartes and Malebranche this metaphysical
concept of the archetype or idea has continually decreased
in importance. It gave place to thought—a psychological
factor, an internal condition of cognition, as was clearly
formulated by Spinoza: ' Per ideam intelligo mentis con-
ceptum, quern mens format.' Finally Kant reduced the
archetypes to the limited number of the categories. Schopen-
hauer went still further in simplifying Kant's categories,
but on the other hand, he returned in certain respects to the
Platonic standpoint.
This sketch is unfortunately too summary, but nevertheless
it may serve to indicate that same psychological development
which, as pointed out above, has concealed the instincts
under the cloak of rational motivations. Here it has trans-
formed the • archetypes of apprehension, over-valued before
as metaphysical ideas, into logical categories. It is no longer
easy to recognize the archetypes under this veil. But the
way in which man conceives the world, is still, in spite of
'manifold variations in detail, as uniform and as regular as
his instinctive actions. Just as we have been compelled
1 Herbert of Cherbury says: " Instinctus naturales sunt actus
facultatum illamm a quibus communes illae notitiae circa analogiam
rerum internam, cuiusmodi sunt, quae circa causam, medium et finem
rerum bonarum, malum, pulchrum, gratum, etc., per se etiam sine
discursu confonnantur."

